
<< Kazuma >>

Excuse Me?

<< Sakura >>

Would you die for me H̵͓̯͚̩
͋̚ ḝ̷̧̫̝̖͎̭

͂̄r̶̟̬̱̺͈̺͕̩̮

͌̈ ́͆
͑͊͊ ͗
̕͜ò̶͓̗̝͕̩
̋ ́̈ ́
̇̌̈
͜͜ ?

Somebody lets out an ear piercing scream as blood goes flying in the air
and the head of our hero is on the floor separated from his body and a
pool of blood stains the alley walls and the street floor.

<< Elizabeth >>

No this can't be happening.... What did I do wrong?

<< Sakura >>

It's just business, I was ordered to kill anyone who dares to defy the king and
his wishes. The demon king shall soon be revived and with no hero everything
goes according to plan.

<< Kazuma >>

Woah the last thing I remember is the sharp feeling of a quick release of
death. So here I am again the dark void which is the feeling of death and
emptiness. Is this all I'm useful for? FILLING THIS HELLISH LANDSCAPE?

As our hero falls down to the floor crying as he is miserable that he
couldn't fulfill his promise he made to Elizabeth and he is disgusted
from letting himself die so easily.



Just as a bright light blinds the whole crowd around the corpse they see
something emerge from this blinding holy light it's the hero! but,
something is off.

<< K̸̙̜͇ ̆
̏ a̵̭̤͈͕̻

̽ ̕̚ z̶̧͌̅͊
̓
ư̶̢̫͉̟̳͙
͊̏̑̚ m̸͚̯͓̤͙͖

͒ ̉̑̇ à̶̝̍ ͗̚ ̕ >>

That is enough! I won't die like some miserable low life I will prove to Elizabeth
and him that I could take any challenge that is thrown my way!

Just then, the hero charges at the confused mercenary and they fight
taking it from building to building as they crash through everything they
can get thrown into but just then everyone notices that The Hero is
getting the upper hand

<< K̸̙̜͇ ̆
̏ a̵̭̤͈͕̻

̽ ̕̚ z̶̧͌̅͊
̓
ư̶̢̫͉̟̳͙
͊̏̑̚ m̸͚̯͓̤͙͖

͒ ̉̑̇ à̶̝̍ ͗̚ ̕ >>

Any last words before I show you the sweet release of death?

<< Sakura >>

I wont lose here " Engulf my target in unescapable darkness and burn those
who try to bring light to the land DARKNESS SEA"

Just then a giant wave of darkness engulfs The Hero and it seems over
but something unexpected happens. The hero absorbs the darkness and
when he opens his eyes he begins to cry for the poor Sakura

<< K̸̙̜͇ ̆
̏ a̵̭̤͈͕̻

̽ ̕̚ z̶̧͌̅͊
̓
ư̶̢̫͉̟̳͙
͊̏̑̚ m̸͚̯͓̤͙͖

͒ ̉̑̇ à̶̝̍ ͗̚ ̕ >>

Sakura, your hair is pretty pink, long and smooth. I've seen into your past and
have determined ultimate justice for you is the swift release



Just as Sakura gives up noticing the power difference The Hero flies down
and hugs Sakura.

<< Kazuma >>

I'm sorry about what happened to your mother, you no longer need to run. I've
seen it all but we can't talk about it here. I promise I will avenge your mother
and your honor Sakura Ito.

<< Sakura >>

How do I know you won't do what they did you're all liars!

Elizabeth walks up and joins in the hug circle bringing more warmth to
Sakura heart and showing her that there is more to life than no trusting
everyone

This forces Sakura to start crying

<< Elizabeth >>

It's ok, I might not understand what you went through but from Kazuma's face
I can tell it must have been hell we are here and we won't abandon you.

Sakura looks up at Kazuma's face and notices that he is also crying and
at a loss for words Kazuma picks up Sakura and carry her off towards
the inn

<< Kazuma >>

I'm not sure what happened to me but let's just not talk about it ok? ok! Now,
the real adventure starts now!



<< Elizabeth/ Sakura >>

Yea lets go!

Editor's Note:

Thank you all for the support that you are showing I'm happy to be
making this story for people to enjoy and have a nice weekend!


